Abstract. Aimed at 3D stretch bending of profile, this paper put forward a jaw trajectory design method based on the tangent geometric relationship between the profile and the die for simulation. Firstly, based on the structure characteristics of the forming contour, extract the profile line and analyze the curvature variation. By setting numbers of feature points to discrete the contour line and extract the coordinates of feature points; then, calculate the jaw displacement and deflection angle in each forming process according to the tangent relationship between the profile and the die in the bending processes. Finally, input the obtained forming trajectory into finite element software to simulate the bending processes accurately. In this paper, finite element method was used to simulate the 3D stretch bending of profile to prove the validity of the trajectory design and analyze the bending processes.
Introduction
Generally, the numerical simulation of AL alloys bending were conducted with force or displacement, which has fewer variable parameters while its modeling is simple [1] .However, it also exists inferiors such as trail and error, complicated process, long design cycle and hard to ensure the quality of the piece [2] .So it is necessary to find a new numerical approach that can reduce test frequency, shorten design cycle, reduce production coast and improve the stability of the quality.
Most research on profiles was concentrated on 2D stretch bending while few work has been done for that of 3D. Moreover, it is hardly to find a study on asymmetric cross-section profiles which has complex shape for the sake of the difficulty to determine the boundary conditions [3, 4] .As the development of aerospace and high-speed train, 3D profiles have been widely used in order to improve the aerodynamic resistance. [5] Therefore there is a great importance to study the 3D stretch bending properties of profiles.
This paper aimed to solve the problems in 3D stretch bending for profiles and design a jaw trajectory in bending process. Numerical simulation was made by control the trajectory and the influence rule between processing parameters and modeling precision was analyzed. It provided a conference for 3D stretch bending process optimization and actual production.
Jaw Trajectory Calculation Assumptions
To simplify the calculation model, following assumptions were made: (1)When calculating the displacement loading curve, The length of neutral surface stay the same during bending.
(2)Disregard the length change of the profile caused by neutral surface deviation in bending process [6, 7] .
(3)Set a reference point to replace the whole jaw during stretch bending. (4) Hypothesize that the profile was placed in a direction parallel with an axis in space coordinates system.
(5)Ignored the length variation caused by thickness thinning, length extension, wrinkle and so on. (6)Consider the neutral surface deviation caused by prestretching
Calculation Approach of Jaw Trajectory
When calculating the jaw trajectory of stretch bending, the whole displacement of the jaw should be discretized. The displacement in the axis directions and rotation angle of the jaw could be obtained while the profile cladding each small period of mold. The calculation of the trajectory was based on the model of "prestretching-bending-post stretching" [8, 9] .The length of the profile L was defined as the length after prestretching.
During stretch bending, the target shape would curve in each plane in three dimensional space. So the projection curve of the profile in plane xoy, xoz, yoz could be acquired, as shown in Fig1.
And then compute the displacement and rotation angle required to form the projection curve in each plane. Hypothesize space curve equation is:
The projection curve in xoy plane C 1 :
In the equation, the slope of curve C 1 is :
And then, the rotation angle around z-axis and the displacement along the x, y axis , ‫,ݔ∆‬ ‫ݕ∆‬ could be derived as follows:
(2)The projection curve in xoz plane C 2:
The slope of curve C 2 is:
And the rotation angle around y-axis ߙ ௬ and the displacement along the z axis ‫ݖ∆‬ could be obtained as follows:
3)The projection curve in yoz plane C 3:
The slope of curve C 3 is :
So the rotation angle around x-axis ߙ ௫ can be expressed as:
Where: L-the length of the profile H-the initial height where the profile placed d-the distance between the conference point of the jaw and the neutral surface ‫,ݔ∆‬ ‫,ݕ∆‬ ∆‫-ݖ‬the displacement of the conference point in x,y,z directions α ୶ , α ୷ , α -the rotation angle around the x,y,z axis
The Improvement Algorithm of the Jaw Trajectory
The formulas above ware based on the principle that the length of the neutral surface did not change during bending process. However, the study found that when the curvature becomes bigger, the profile gets easier to wrinkle according to the jaw trajectory mentioned above. This is mainly because of the excessive pressure loaded on the bottom of the profile. So the concept of drape forming quantity should be brought in to solve the problem.
Drape forming quantity ߜ related to a given elongation except natural elongation in bending process. Since the elongation rate get bigger and bigger, the drape forming quantity could be set increased according to the quadratic curve. Defined the number of increase steps as n and the length of the profile could be expressed as:
Substitute ‫ܮ‬ሺ݅ሻ for the length of the profile L, and the improvement algorithm of the jaw trajectory could be obtained:
Where, 0 ݅ ݊. ‫ݔ‬ , ‫ݕ‬ , ‫ݖ‬ -the coordinate of the x,y,z ‫ݔ∆‬ , ‫ݕ∆‬ , ‫ݖ∆‬ -the displacement increment of x,y,z
The Numerical Simulation of 3D Profile Stretch Bending
Establish the Model
The object of this study was shown as Fig.2 and the material was 6005-T4 Al alloy. The profile, which had a complex cross section and hard to forming, would deform in plane xoy and xoz. The model established was shown in Fig.3 . A combined die had been used for the model .The element type was solid element and dealt with symmetrical treatment. The thickness of the profile was t=4mm, and the length was L=2300mm. Jaw trajectory of stretch bending had been shown as Fig.4 .
Forming Result
It can be learned from Fig.5 that by controlling the jaw trajectory the profile can modeling smoothly and achieve complete and accurate forming at a time. And the equivalent plastic strain equally distributed. But it also can be seen that the profile occurred serious cross section distortion, whose maximum deflection can reach 8mm at two sides. The spring back value is 13mm via calculating. This shows that the stretch bending forming quality is poorer and further study on forming precision is imperative. 
Spring Back
The spring back of 3D stretch bending of complex profile has multidimensional space characteristics compared with that of 2D stretch bending. The overall spring back value can be derived with the component spring back value in x,y,z direction and can be regarded as characterization paramter to estimate spring back.
The prestretching quantity, the drape forming quantity and the post stretching quantity are the dominant factors that determine the length of the profile, which directly influence the spring back. Fig.6 shows the maximum spring back values with different process parameters. From Fig.6(a) we can see that when the prestretching quantity are 0%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5% respectively, the spring back value are 13.03mm, 12.53mm, 12.28mm, 12.15mm accordingly. The spring back value decrease with the increase of the prestretching quantity, though it is not obvious. Fig.6(b) shows that when the drape forming quantity range from 0% to 3%, the maximum cross section distortion of each surface increase. The increase value of the top surface and the under surface are 9.58%, 15.27% respectively, while the most significant occurs on the two sides: the left is 32.85% and the right is 34.26%. So we can conclude that with the increase of the drape forming quantity, the distortion of the profile and each surface get more seriously and the forming accuracy becomes lower.
It can be seen from Fig.6 (c) that when the post stretching quantity increases from 0% to 1%, the maximum spring back value decreases gradually. However, while the post stretching quantity augments from 1% to 1.5%, the spring back reduced obviously. As a consequence, the spring back of the profile can be largely restrained when the post stretching value is over 1%.Generally, to ensure the formability, the post stretching value is not exceeding 2%.
The Distortion of the Cross Section
It is hard to represent the distortion of the complex cross section profile after 3D stretch bending because of the shape and the dimension change and torsion of the cross section. This article adopt subtraction method to represent the distortion of the complex cross section, i.e. the coordinates of each surface between the theoretical and the practical can be subtracted, yielding the difference of each corresponding points and the absolute value of the maximum difference can be used to represent the largest distortion of the surface, as shown in Fig.7 . Where ܲ ୧ represents the coordinate of each point Y on the surface in theory and ܵ presents the coordinate of each point Y on the surface in practice.
The numerical simulation of none filled stretch bending, full filled with polyurethane stretch bending and partial filled with polyurethane stretch bending has been conducted and the cross section shape of the profile on the position where exists maximal distortion has been shown as From Fig.8 we can see that it occurs heavily distortion when the profile is none filled, especially on the two sides. After filled the cavity with polyurethane, the deformation condition gets much better and the partial filled condition is superior to the full filled condition. Fig.9 shows that under the none filled condition, the maximum distortion of each surface is: top surface (2.47mm), bottom surface (4.18mm), left side (7.58mm), right side (7.89mm). Under the partial filled condition, the maximum distortion on each surface is: top surface (1.71mm), bottom surface (2.57mm), left side (3.72mm), right side (3.94mm).In conclusion, partial filled with polyurethane can effectively improve the distortion of the cross section. 
Conclusion
1. Jaw trajectory has been designed and the drape forming quantity was brought in to optimize the trajectory. Simulation results show that the process can achieve complete and accurate forming at a time by control the jaw trajectory, which largely shortens the production cycle and reduces the cost.
2. Numerical simulation of 3D stretch bending by controlling the Jaw trajectory has been conducted, and the influence of process parameters on spring back are analyzed. The results indicates that with the increase of the prestretching quantity, the drape forming quantity and the post stretching quantity, the spring back decreases.
3. The effect law of cavity filled method to the cross section distortion has been analyzed by numerical simulation. It turns out that: filled the cavity with polyurethane can largely improve the distortion of the cross section, and partial filled condition performs better than the full filled condition.
